
Optimum Technology, the state's vendor, finalized

all development, including the Crime In Iowa

public portal.  The public portal provides end-users

with access to published crime data through the

use of interactive reports.  These reports mirror

those available to agencies in the ICRIME Report

Center.  Users can access the public portal from the

redesigned Iowa UCR webpage.  Currently, data

from 2016 through 2020 are available through the

portal.  Data from 2021 will be available in mid-

March 2022, following the FBI data deadline.   

As the FBI re-certified the Iowa UCR program,

demonstrating that submissions are fully National

Incident-Based Reporting Systems (NIBRS)

compliant, Optimum Technology has also finalized

the process to send XML submissions to the FBI.

Data from agencies that submit in the production

environment will be sent to the FBI daily.  In turn,

the FBI will return error data sets (EDS).  Errors and

warnings returned by the FBI will automatically

populate in agency ICRIME accounts.  Agencies

should review these and, when necessary, correct

and re-submit incidents/arrests.  
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ICRIME Project Completion Agency Certification
 Iowa Code § 692.15 mandates that all law

enforcement agencies report monthly

crime data and, with the transition to

ICRIME, all agencies must certify. Starting

with calendar year 2021, the Iowa UCR

program and FBI will only publish data

from certified agencies.  Once an agency

achieves certification, it will receive

access to the ICRIME production

database.

An agency achieves certification when it

obtains an error rate of less than four

percent over three consecutive months.

Agencies must achieve the error rate in

two attempts or less. Please keep in

mind that some software allows only one

export per month. It's critical that

agencies meet the established criteria, as

ICRIME rejects incidents/arrests with

errors. The Iowa UCR Program Policy

Manual provides additional information

on the certification process. For all

agencies, the process starts with a

completed Letter of Interest for UCR

Program Participation.

In certain instances, RMS vendor

delays may impact timely

certification. In these situations,

agencies should work with their RMS

vendors and, when necessary, the

Iowa UCR program to develop a plan

to certify as soon as possible. 

Please notify the Iowa UCR program

manager once you believe your

agency has achieved certification.

The Iowa UCR program manager will

then review data and provide an

update as soon as possible.

Data Deadlines
Agencies must submit complete 2021 crime data

by March 15, 2022.  This is the FBI data deadline

and, immediately following it, the Iowa UCR

program will publish 2021 crime data via the Crime

in Iowa public portal.  Agencies that do not submit

12 months of crime data by this date may be

ineligible for federal grant funds.

Starting in January 2022, the Iowa UCR program

will re-institute monthly data deadlines.  The Iowa

UCR program relaxed this policy for 2021 due to the

development of ICRIME. As identified in the Iowa

UCR Program Policy Manual, data from the

previous month must be processed in ICRIME by

the fifteenth (15th) day of the current month. 
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The Iowa UCR program encourages

agencies to participate in virtual training

offered via Zoom.  The sessions are

interactive and allow time for questions

and answers.

The Iowa UCR program will offer ICRIME

training on November 12 from 10:00 am -

12:00 pm. The training will provide

information on all ICRIME features and

functionality. It will also include a  brief

demo of the Crime in Iowa Public Portal.

 

On Tuesday, November 23 from 1:00 pm -

4:00 pm, the Iowa UCR program will

offer UCR training. Similar to other

sessions offered this year, this will provide

an overview of crime reporting in Iowa. It

will include a discussion of all data

elements and values used by the Iowa

UCR program. 

Agencies must register for the training

sessions using the provided links.  The

Iowa UCR program will record both

sessions and, as long as there are no

technical issues with the recordings, will

share them with agencies. 

Police Employee Data
Each year, the FBI requests that agencies provide

data on the number of full-time employees.  This

data is used for several purposes and is becoming

increasingly important as the FBI hopes to create a

baseline for the number of full-time law

enforcement employees across the country. Moving

forward, the FBI has determined it will only publish

Law Enforcement Officers Killed and Assaulted

(LEOKA) data from agencies that submit Police

Employee Data.

Agencies report this data within ICRIME based

upon October 31 staffing levels.  Expect an email

with more information early next week.  
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Virtual UCR Training 

As always, please contact me with any
questions or concerns.  I can be reached at

loynacha@dps.state.ia.us or 
(515) 725-6251.

Charge Code Table Update
The Iowa UCR program updated the state charge

code table used for crime reporting and shared the

table with vendors. The updated table is available

within the ICRIME "Resources" section, as well as

the UCR webpage under "Vendor Resources."

Agencies must provide a statute (i.e.,

CHARGE_NUM) from the table with all reported

offenses and arrests. The table, which includes

reportable charges and recommended offense

codes, helps ensure consistency related to the

classification of offense codes. In the last quality

assurance review (QAR) conducted by the FBI,

agencies incorrectly classified 17.61% of offenses. By

requiring agencies to use the table, classification

accuracy should improve. 

ICRIME checks for a valid statute on the reported

incident/arrest date; it will reject data submitted

without a valid statute. ICRIME will generate a

warning if an agency classifies a charge with an

offense code not included in the state charge code

table. Agencies should review these warnings and,

if necessary, correct and resubmit data.
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